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1. Introduction 
As we know, in this fast-growing and changing world where a large number of events are 

happening, it is very difficult to track all the changes manually. Query driven systems fail unless the user 

knows the type and amount of information needed. Meaning thereby data collection based on recent data 

motivated queries is usually inadequate to collect various related events [13]. So, an efficient method that 

inevitably identifies various events in the arriving documents and clubs them into clusters, is needed so that 

there is no need to track the whole database. 

This developed system finds and recovers data which is significant to user queries. Textual data 

like tweets, various articles, journals, blogs, posts, etc. are considered documents. All such documents are 

hosted in a database (DB). The management of these documents totally differs from DBMS (Database 

Management System). The developed system works with the metrics of relevance and similarity. On the 

other hand DBMS is based on Boolean evaluation [2]. 

The task of detecting a new event is to determine new events in a given number of documents [4]. 

One cluster holds documents that are relevant and similar. The process of making clusters is called 

clustering [3]. A well-known clustering hypothesis for information retrieval was introduced by van 

Rijsbergen in his book, which states that “Closely associated documents tend to be relevant to the same 

request”. The mentioned proposition underlies the generation of clusters with relevant documents [12] [11]. 

Our proposed approach is implemented with the expectation to increase the performance of the data 

organization and retrieval [7]. 

     

 

 

 

Abstract: Various challenges are emerging for information retrieval as a result of the fast-growing 

amount of data. The traditional query-driven retrieval system is not so appropriate and efficient so a 

system is required which automatically process the information, summarize the events and group the 

associated events. This paper presents a system for event detection and clustering which detects the 

incoming new events and group them into clusters according to their relativity using Vector space 

model.  The selection of origin document is made for a new event of its own type and the related events 

are grouped under that origin which results in a cluster. The time window is used to control the cluster 

size, and idea of threshold is used to control the number of origin documents indefinitely. Our system 

also provides considerable savings over re-clustering because a significant amount of re-clustering is 

required whenever new insertions or old deletions are made in the system. 
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Figure 1.  Event Detection and Clustering Process 

 
As the database is usually very large, our approach generally makes the data access on 

representative documents. Among the existing models for representative document we are using vector 

space model [10]. Figure 1 illustrates the steps followed. The collection of documents characterizes 

document-x-term matrix. This matrix is represented as DT matrix. Before representing a document in 

matrix form, preprocessing of document is done. The stop words and tags etc. are removed, word-stemming 

is also done, in which suffixes are removed from the word roots, for increasing the scheme performance 

[1]. 

The columns of the DT matrix correspond to terms and rows correspond to a document. The 

construction of the DT matrix could be done by hand or some indexing technique could be used [5, 9, 11]. 

By definition of Can and Özkarahan [2]: “A DT matrix portrays the document DB D ={d1, d2, …, dm}. It 

also portrays the index terms T={t1, t2, ….tn} . The matrix C presents documents. The entries cij (1 i, j  m) 

specify any document could be selected with the given probability of di from dj.” In this representation, 

modeling of document is done on m-dim by n-terms. 

In the developed system, the concept of origin is used. Origin is the first document in the cluster 

that detects the event of some new type and initiates the cluster. Afterward, the new upcoming events being 

detected are grouped according to their combinational properties with respect to the already existing origin 

documents and similar kinds of events.  

We add the concept of Time Window (TW) to prevent the production of oversized clusters. This 

will ensure to provide a fair chance to all the documents to be an origin of the cluster. The basic idea used 
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is to process only those documents, which come under a predefined Time Window. This technique puts a 

limit on the number of terms to be processed. This could be justified as the terms, which are appearing 

close together on the stream of data, are more likely to represent same kind of events than the documents.  

For the selection of origin documents for clustering, we put a threshold on the documents, to make 

the decision of considering that particular document as an origin document or not. The threshold value 

differs from document to document. The threshold is being applied to control the number of origin 

documents otherwise all incoming documents will grow as origin and which is not favorable condition. 

The problem of re-clustering is also handled in the developed system. The cluster conserves 

information for all the updates and modifications on all the addition of original documents. It also stores 

records on all deleted documents. The motivation of the given algorithm is to avoid unnecessary re-

clusterings. Instead of re-cluster all the documents because of any modification, only the documents which 

fall under the flagged clusters, are re–clustered with this algorithm. 

 
2. Concept of the Algorithm 

The first step in this approach is to make a DT matrix from the document database. Rows 

represent documents and columns represent terms. The entries of DT matrix, dij (1<= j <=n, 1 <= i <= m) 

specifies the index term j (tj) in document i (di). We consider the binary indexing that is the entries dij in the 

DT matrix will be either 0 or 1, where 0 signifies the term does not exist and 1 signifies that the term exists 

in document di. 

A DT matrix can be represented as: 

Term1    Term2    Term3 . . . . . . . Termm 

Doc1  d11   d12    d13.            . . . . d1m 

   

Doc2  d21  d22    d23 .   . . . . . . . d2m 

 

Doc3   d31  d32    d33 . . . . . . . . . d3m   = DT nxm 

.             .      .          . 

.   .      .         . 

.   .      .         . 

Doc n              dn1  dn2     dn3 . . . . . . . . . dnm 

 
An example of DT matrix is given as follows: 

TERMS   DOCUMENTS 

T1: eat (ing)     D1: babies and children’s home 

T2: home   D2: baby and child will remain healthy at home 

T3: bab(y, ies, y’s)  D3: she is very sweet 

T4: sweet(s)   D4: children eat sweets 

T5: child(ren’s)  D5: a child is eating sweets, which are healthy enough. 

T6: health(y) 

T1         T2        T3          T4         T5        T6 

  

     D1  1  1  0   0    1     0 

   

     D2  1  1        0   1    1     0 

 

     D3  0  0  0   0    0       1     =   DT 5X6 

 

     D4  0  1  1   0    0     1  

 

     D5  0  1  1   1    0     1 
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Now from this DT matrix, a C matrix will be generated. The matrix C shows the association 

among documents calculated using the 2 step probability test. If we consider Eik shows the event of 

choosing a term tk as of document di is still at 1
st
 step and let E’jk shows the event of choosing the document 

dj as of term tk at the 2
nd

 step, then the probability P(Eik, E’jk) is represented as  P(Eik) x P(E’jk) [6]. Eik and 

E’jk represented as:  
                                                    n                    -1                   n                   -1 

          Eik =  dik  x     dih                         E’jk =  djk  x       djh         
                                                 h=1                 h=1 

 

The probability matrices PT and PD derived from matrix DT are as follows: 

 

             1/3     1/3       0       0         1/3     0     1/2     1/4       0       0         1/2      0  

   

             1/4     1/4       0       1/4      1/4     0                1/2     1/4       0       1/2      1/2      0 

 

PT =      0        0         0        0         0         1      PD =     0        0         0       0         0       1/3  

 

              0       1/3      1/3      0         0      1/3      0       1/4      1/2     0         0       1/3  

 

              0       1/4      1/4      1/4      0      1/4      0       1/4      1/2     1/2      0       1/3 

 

 

The matrix C is constructed by multiplying 2 matrices PT and PD. The resultant matrix for given example 

will be: 

   0.417     0.417      0.000      0.083    0.083 

    

        0.313      0.438     0.000      0.083     0.188 

 

C = PT x PD =  0.000      0.000     0.333      0.333     0.333  

 

        0.083       0.083     0.111      0.361     0.361 

 

        0.063      0.188     0.083      0.271     0.396 

 

One element of the matrix Cij can be calculated as: 

                     n                                            

Cij =    Eik  x  E’jk          

            k=1            

                   n                                            

     =       (probability of choosing tk as of di) x (probability of choosing dj from tk) 

               k=1 

 

This equation is presented as follows: 

                                 n                                            

Cij =   i  x  dik  x  djk  x  k               1 <= i , j <= m           

                              k=1            

The i  is inverse of the ith row sum and k inverse of the k
th

 column sum as represented below: 
                        n         -1             n    -1 

           i  =       dij           1<= i <=m       and        k =      djk           1<= k <=n             

                         j =1               j =1 
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3.1  Algorithm U1: For Clustering 

For each new incoming document di, do the following: 

1. Put the oldest document in the database to the dj i.e. 

   dj = oldest document 

2. Determine some value for Time Window. 

3. If the difference between the arrival times of current document di and oldest document dj is greater than 

predetermined Time Window (TW) i.e.  if ditime  - djtime > TW 

Then repeat the following until ditime  - djtime < TW 

     3a. Delete the oldest document dj. 

     3b. Check whether dj is an origin document or not 

       If yes, make the next document the origin of that cluster. 

     3c. Make the oldest document in that Time Window, the dj. 

            i.e.  dj = oldest document in TW. 

4. Calculate the origin strength value OSi for the document di as follows:             

 
where i presents the percent of nonrelevance of document di to other documents. Whereas   i   presents 

the percent relevance with other documents in the database. i and i   are stated below:  

  i   = decoupling coefficient of di = cii 

and       i   = coupling coefficient of di = 1 - i 

5. Calculate the Threshold value Thr for the document di as follows: 

Thr = ∑ OSi / No. of Documents in the TW 

          di  TW  

6.  If origin strength value comes out to be greater than threshold calculations i.e.  

   if OSi > Thr then 

   6a. Mark the document as a new event, make it an origin and starts a new   

                   document. 

     Else 

             6b. Mark the document as an old event and do the following: 

  6b1. If any cluster that exists 

      Calculate Cij to find out that to which                                

                                       cluster this event belongs. 

                       6b2.  Else  

     Put the document in Un - Matched Cluster. 

3.2 Algorithm U2: For re-clustering after when some insertions and deletions have been made. 

1. Calculate  i (inverse row sum values) and i  (inverse column sum values), i    

2. Calculate origin strength values of all the documents currently present. 

3. Sort documents by their origin strength value. 

4. Start selecting documents as origin in order of decreasing origin strength.  

5. Sort documents by their document number. 

6. For the first cluster going to be initiated, go to the last step. 

7. For each document in the sorted list do the following: 

       7a. If this document has become a non – origin document whereas it was an origin  

           the document then flag the cluster containing this document. 

      7b. If this document has become an origin document whereas it was not an origin  

           the document then flag the cluster containing this document. 

8. Intended for every flagged cluster in the 7
th

 step, re - cluster all documents using Algorithm 1. 

9. Cluster all the new documents. 
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4. Conclusion 
In this study, a new system for event detection and clustering has been developed. When a new 

event is detected then either an origin document of its own type is made for this new event and the related 

new events are grouped under that origin which results in a cluster or the system labels it as per its 

relativity and categorizes it into one existing cluster. To prevent the clusters grow unlimited, the concept of 

Time Window is used. We avail the concept of threshold to control the number of origin documents 

indefinitely. When insertions and deletions are done to the data a considerable re-clustering is required and 

for this to happen our system provides considerable savings over re-clustering. 
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